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Fact sheet 

Recovering after bushfires – land 
management 
There are a number of factors for landholders to consider when 
restoring their agricultural land and properties after bushfires.  

Erosion risk 
General principles to be observed in protecting burnt areas from further damage and to assist their 
rehabilitation are: 

• Minimise soil disturbance by keeping stock off and avoiding vehicle traffic over the burnt land. 
Fencing off particularly vulnerable areas such as sandy rises can be beneficial in some 
situations. Temporary wind breaks using shadecloth and iron droppers can be used to stop 
accumulation of soil around troughs or gateways.  

• Where only part of a paddock is burnt, consider putting up temporary (electric) fencing to protect 
burnt areas. Allow plants to establish and grow so that they can provide surface cover and 
anchor the soil. Herbicides can be used to control weeds when they are at a growth stage that 
provides surface cover but won’t cause problems at sowing time.  

Water erosion 
Risk of water erosion is significant on bare sloping land especially on sandy loam to clay textured soils. 
Should heavy rain fall, it will tend to run off rather than soak in, particularly on slopes. Bare, hilly land 
upstream will shed water quickly so there is a potential for flooding.  

Wind erosion 
Areas susceptible to wind sweep can be ripped using a tyned implement such as a rabbit ripper or 
pipeline laying ripper. This will bring clods of soil to the surface to act as a wind barrier on the soil 
surface. Ripping on sandy soils is ineffective unless subsoil clay is brought to the surface. Clay 
spreading or delving might be an option if suitable clay is available or present in the subsoil.  

Dams and watercourses 
Runoff from burnt sloping ground will carry debris into dams, fouling the water and making it undrinkable. 
Runoff will scour bare watercourses. Sediment traps in watercourses above dams in the water course 
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can filter the runoff, allowing water to flow through to the dam while trapping silt and debris. Small hay 
bales pegged down with droppers, or chicken wire anchored across the watercourse, can be effective.  

Re-fencing and re-establishment of watering points 
This will be a priority for many landholders and the temptation is to get it done as quickly as possible. 

However, some matters for consideration:  
• Along fence lines, dead trees and limbs from burnt trees will be falling for quite a while. 
• Heavy rain may wash fallen timber and other debris onto fences in creek lines. 
• The boundary fence is the only one that has to go back where it was. Consider if all the other 

fences have to go back where they were and if they have to be the type of fence they were 
before. Take the opportunity to rethink paddock layout and improve it if possible. Consider 
fencing to soil types or production zones and using laneways for stock and machinery movement. 

• Similarly for water tanks, pipes and troughs – consider if putting these back in their original 
location is the best location. 

• Nature maps is a useful website where aerial photographs of properties can be viewed and used 
for planning layout of fences and watering points, www.naturemaps.sa.gov.au 

Livestock feeding 
The broad options for managing livestock after a fire are the same as for a drought – sell, agist or 
confinement feed. 
 

• Information on confinement feeding of stock is available in “Feeding and Managing Sheep in dry 
times” www.wool.com/land/drought-resources/  

• If bringing in hay or grain from unknown sources, be wary of weed seeds. Feed stock in a small 
area so that weed seed distribution is limited. 

Establishment of feed on burnt land 
Plants that bury their seed or have growing points below the surface should be best able to survive the 
effects of a fire. Perennial plants with larger crowns (therefore more root mass underground) can be 
expected to survive, therefore established phalaris, lucerne and native grasses should regenerate 
reasonably well.  

Some annual grasses produce very little dormant seed. Eighty to ninety per cent of the seed in one 
season will germinate in the following autumn. Fire could therefore drastically reduce the number of 
these. Other grasses such as wild oats, brome grass and silver grass seed can persist for a long time in 
the soil so these are most likely to regenerate.  

On land that is not cropped, Salvation Jane and Geranium could take advantage of the lack of 
competition on bare ground and grow prolifically. 

Medic and clover seed on the soil surface will have been damaged or destroyed by fire but buried seed 
will have had some protection. 

Thoroughly soaking an area of burnt land to simulate rainfall and then observing what germinates 
following the “rain” can provide an indication of what is likely to grow in the paddock. A metal ring (such 
as a large steel can or a piece of bore casing) embedded in the soil and then filled with water can be 
used. The ring acts as a dam, allowing water to soak into the soil. Keeping the ring covered with a bag or 
shade cloth will reduce evaporation of water from the soil.  
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Feral pest control 
Rabbit warrens and foxholes will have been exposed so will be more obvious. As debris is being cleaned 
up and fences renewed, there is also an opportunity to clean up warrens and foxholes. 

Effect of fire on gypsum and lime stockpiles  
Fire should not affect the effectiveness of lime and gypsum. However, the condition of the material in 
terms of its ability to be spread should be checked to see that it has not become too hard or lumpy. 
Gypsum and lime piles in a paddock are more likely to be affected by rain than by fire. There is a risk 
that fine gypsum and lime spread on bare soil might blow away but this is balanced against the need to 
apply these products well before sowing crops and pastures to allow them to react in the soil. 
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